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Getting the Most from LinkedIn 
and Facebook  

 Today, Excel expert David Ringstrom's step-by-step instructions will 

make it easy for you to convert text-based numbers into a usable 

format. LinkedIn has made lots of updates and changes recently, 

including ramping up Contacts, LinkedIn Today, Profiles, and Search. 

And if you've been wondering, like so many others, if Facebook is right 

for you, we have five tips from the experts to help you create a 

profitable strategy.  
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 Three Ways to Convert Text-Based Numbers 
to Values  

 

  

Periodically, you may encounter numbers in Excel that you can't 

sum or use arithmetically. A common cause for this is numbers 

formatted as text. David Ringstrom describes three ways you can 

convert numbers that appear trapped under glass into a usable 

format.  

 

  
   

   

 

 LinkedIn's Updated Features and Expanded 
Services  

 

  
LinkedIn has made several changes in recent months, including 

beefing up its contact features, profile options, and online content.  

 

  
   

   

 

 How to Make Facebook Work for Your Firm  

 

  

Is Facebook an effective marketing tool or a time-consuming 

burden? Experts say it could be either, depending on your firm's 

approach. So how do you build a profitable Facebook strategy? Our 

experts offer five tips.  

 

  
   

    

 
 

 
 

 Will Taxes Affect Dwight Howard's 'Decision?'  

   
 

 FASB Proposes Improvements to Financial Reporting of 

Going Concern Uncertainties  

   
 

 IRS Scandal Shifts Focus from Bone to Watchdog  

   
 

 There's a Hole in the IRS Bucket of Taxpayer $$  

  

   

 

 

 Here's a handy checklist 

to help determine 

if/when your firm is 

social media ready. 

Read more  

 

 

 
 

  IDEA: Powerful, 

user-friendly data 

analytics software  

 
 

  Will you be 

attending 

AccountingWEB 

Live! this year?  

 
 

 

 

Watch the 

AccountingWEB 

Live! video trailer  

Learn about the 

groundbreaking virtual 

conference that gives 

you the experience of 

attending a major 

national conference 

without having to travel 

or leave your office.  
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